Minutes Report

!

Hyde Park Neighborhood Association General Meeting
July 21, 2015 - 7:00pm

!

HPNA Board Members present: Angie Splittgerber, Patrick Guinness, Susan Borge, Terry
Miller, Slawik Pech, Paul Stevermer, Jill Burton and Jenna Munoz, Lydia Demonte

!
Excused: George Moss, Patrick Thomas, Kris Keller, Melissa Jennings
!

HPNA Board President, Angie Splittgerber, opened the meeting and introduced the Ice Cream
Social’s host: Cornerstones of Care’s President and CEO, Denise Cross.

!

-

Denise Cross of Cornerstones welcomed all attendees and discussed the family of
agencies associated with Cornerstones that provides prevention, treatment and support
services to children in need. Cornerstones provided the ice cream, staff, tent, location and
much more for this year’s ice cream social.

!

-

HPNA Vice President Jenna Munoz introduced Miguel Luevano from Google Fiber,
which provided toppings and yard games for the ice cream social. Miguel informed
attendees that Google Fiber is available year round and Google Fiber employees were in
attendance to answer any questions residents may have.

-

President Angie Splittgerber announced that there was an open SHP rep position and that
Lydia DeMonte was interested in the position. Jenna Munoz nominated Lydia DeMonte
for SHP rep and Jill Burton seconded. No other nominations came from the floor. Lydia
was voted in by majority. (24 yes, none opposed, none abstaining).

-

!
!

Angie Splittgerber announced the slate for the HPNA nominationg committee: Patrick
Thomas (NHP), Derek Moore (CHP), Andrew Johnson (SHP), Lisa Ruskanen (SHP/
Board) and Terry Miller (CHP/Board). No other nominations came from the floor. Jenna
Munoz moved to accept the slate and Paul Stevermer seconded. Slate approved. (24 in
favor, none opposed, none abstaining).

!

Angie Splittgerber introduced the Bainbridge parking working group. The group consisted of 3
members of the Hyde Park Neighborhood Association, 4 residents of the Bainbridge Apartments,
2 members of the KCPD, 2 members of the Eaglepoint management team at the Bainbridge, the
pastor of Central Presbyterian Church, and one member of Phoenix Family Housing, many of
whom were present at the meeting. The group made the following recommendations: (1) that
there should be “no parking” signs in front of the Bainbridge (on Armour Blvd. between

Harrison and Campbell, on the north and south sides of the street); (2) that there should be three
handicapped parking places on the north side of Armour between Harrison and Campbell; (3)
that there should be two handicapped parking places on Harrison on the east side of the
Bainbridge; (4) that since replacing the “no parking” signage on Armour would eliminate about
twenty parking places, that the Bainbridge management would work to relax the rules regulating
who gets to park in the Bainbridge parking lots-- specifically, Bainbridge management will work
with tenants on a case-by-case basis to allow for parking in instances in which a specific vehicle
may not be registered or insured in that tenant’s name, which is a current requirement for parking
permission and Bainbridge management is willing to work with residents who request parking
lot permission for out-of-town visitors, etc. and will inform tenants of these changes via a flyer;
(5) Phoenix Family will work with tenants who need assistance insuring their vehicles; (6)
KCPD agreed to monitor closely whether loitering and possible illegal activity having to do with
drugs will move onto Harrison and Campbell from Armour Blvd. after these changes are made.
Questions were fielded from attendees regarding police statistics and documentation of crime
around the Bainbridge, whether any agreements with Bainbridge management were in writing,
the size of the Bainbridge lot, & a procedure for Bainbridge residents to object to the
recommendations. Claudia Toomim moved for a vote to approve the recommendations and
Tamara Miller seconded. The motion passed by majority.
Angie Splittgerber announced that the CID committee had provided informational flyers and
questionnaires regarding the potential CID for attendees to complete and provide to board
members.

!

Denise Cross and all attendees thanked Cornerstones staff for all their efforts in making it a
special ice cream social. Meeting adjourned.

